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6 Reasons to Hire a Contractor
Instead of Doing It Yourself
1. Your time is valuable.
No matter how long you think it will take to complete, DIY projects almost always take longer than
expected, usually resulting in unwanted delays. An experienced contractor has the skills and knowledge
to get the job done quickly and on a schedule. Contractors can also deal with unavoidable delays by
adding additional resources to meet a timeline.
2. Permit management & Insurance
Many home projects will require a permit from your local government. A contractor knows the process
of getting permits and should be the one to pull the permit. Should issue arise, this will allow the
homeowner access to the Home Improvement Contractor Guarantee Fund. A contractor’s insurance
policy adds a layer of extra protection above what your home insurance includes.
3. Supplies, Materials, Brands (and discounts)
A contractor can offer expert insight on the options available to you, as well as the brands in the market.
Oftentimes, a contractor has vendor partnerships that come with discounts and they can pass along
some of these savings to you.
4. The right tools for the job
A contractor has the tools and equipment necessary for the job, whereas DIY homeowners often don’t.
Buying, borrowing, or renting all of the tools and equipment you’ll need can be costly and time
consuming.
5. Delivery Schedules
Whether it’s picking up the materials needed or being available when they’re dropped off at your home,
part of a contractor’s job is to ensure supplies and materials are delivered in a timely fashion to keep the
project moving forward.
6. A wealth of trade connections
Home renovations and projects usually require the expertise of tradespeople. Whether the job needs
the skills of a carpenter, electrician, plumber, or someone licensed to disconnect or connect natural gas
appliances, a contractor will have a list of contacts to turn to for help.
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Recent Customer Testimonials

"The contractors were very talented
and detail oriented. They were very
polite; they respected our house by
covering and protecting our floor and
blocking our kitchen egress when
demolition was very dusty. All totally
professional with quality work. They
worked very hard all day long."

"Billy is fantastic to work with. He and
his crew did a great job on our roof - it
looks fabulous! Pretty sure its the finest
roof replacement our neighborhood has
ever seen. P.S. Nicole, we love you too! "

“Thanks for efficient
communication, going
the extra mile and such
an easy process.”

“B&D was outstanding! We are
extremely happy with our home.
Thank you Everyone! Nicole was
awesome too!"

"Your staff people are top notch. Eric Beaudoin, our project
manager - we can't give enough accolades to him. He Is
such a special person. He runs a tight ship for sure. He
made sure the whole project ran smoothly and
professionally. He always answered our calls. He never left
us hanging. He kept us in the loop letting us know every
day what time the contractors were coming and they were
always on time."

Find us on social media!
@banddconst
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